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Abstract 
A compact space X is said to be co-Namioka (or to have the Namioka property) if, for every 
Baire space B and every separately continuous function f : B x X ----t Ii3 there exists a G6 dense 
subset A of B such that f is (jointly) continuous at each point of A x X. A collection A of subsets 
of a topological space X is said to be quasi-closure preserving if all countable subcollections of 
A are closure preserving. 
Let X be a compact space. The principal result of this note is slightly more genera1 than the 
following statement: If there exists a quasi-closure preserving collection A of co-Namioka compact 
subspaces of X such that X = U A, then X is co-Namioka. As an application of this property, 
we show that the Alexandroff compactification of every locally compact scattered space, which 
is hereditarily submetacompact, is co-Namioka. In particular, every compact scattered hereditarily 
submetacompact space has the Namioka property. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Namioka’s property; Separate and joint continuity; Submetacompactness 
AMS classijcation: 54B 10 
1. Introduction 
A compact space X is said to have the Namioka property N*, or to be co-Namioka, if, 
for every Baire space B and every separately continuous function f : B x X + !R, there 
exists a dense subset A of B such that f is continuous at each point of A x X. After 
the pioneering work of Namioka [16], Debs [7] introduced the class n/‘. This class has 
since been the subject of wide study; it was shown, in particular, that N’ contains many 
compact-like spaces appearing in functional analysis. Among such spaces are Eberlein 
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compact spaces [9], Corson compact spaces [8] (see also [ 1,2]), Valdivia compact spaces 
[lo] and, more generally, all compact spaces X such that C,(X) is a-fragmentable [ 151. 
Solving a problem of Namioka [ 161, Talagrand [18] showed that, unfortunately, not 
all compact spaces belong to N*. On the other hand, Deville [9] proved that every 
scattered compact X such that X [WI) = 8 is in N*, and raised the question whether 
all compact scattered spaces are in N*. Deville’s question was solved negatively by 
Haydon [ 111 (see also [13]). All counterexamples given by Haydon are obtained as 
one point compactifications of scattered locally compact spaces. Therefore, one may 
obviously ask: which additional properties should one impose on a scattered compact 
or locally compact space, to ensure a positive answer to Deville’s question? This is 
the starting point of this note. We show in Theorem 3.3 that N* contains all scattered 
compact spaces which are hereditarily submetacompact. 
It is known that the class N* is closed under continuous images, arbitrary products [3,4] 
and, as was shown by Haydon [12], countable unions. To establish our Theorem 3.3 we 
first give an extension of this last result of Haydon, by proving a quasi-closure preserving 
stability theorem for N* (Theorem 2.1). 
Recall that a space X is said to be a Baire space if the intersection of countably many 
dense open subsets of X is a dense subset of X. In this note we make use of the well- 
known characterization of Baire spaces in terms of the Banach-Mazur topological game 
[ 171, also called the Choquet game [19]. Let us mention that the idea to use topological 
games to get joint continuity from separate continuity goes back to Christensen [61. 
2. The class N* and quasi-closure preserving sums 
Let X be a topological space. Following Haydon [12], we say that a compact subset 
F of X has the Namioka property relative to X if, for every Baire space B and every 
separately continuous function f : B x X + R, there exists a Gs dense subset A of 
B such that the restriction of f to B x F is continuous at every point of A x F. 
Haydon introduced this notion in a different but equivalent form. It is easy to see that 
the collection N*(X) of subsets of X which have the Namioka property relative to X 
is hereditary with respect to compact subsets. 
Proposition 2.0. Let X be a topological space and F a compact subset of X. 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F E N*(X), 
(ii) for every separately continuous function f : B x X -+ IR, where B is a Baire 
space, for every nonempty open set 0 c B and every E > 0, there exists a 
nonempty open set U c 0 such that 1 f (x, z) - f (y, z)I < E for each x, y E U 
and for each .z E F, 
(iii) for every separately continuous function f : B x X + II%, where B is a Baire 
space, for every nonempty open set 0 c B and every E > 0, there exists 
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a nonempv open set U c 0 such that the interior of the (possibly infinite) 
intersection 
is a neighborhood of the diagonal of F x F. 
(b) The class N* (X) is closed under jnite unions. 
Proof. (a) We only show the equivalence of (iii) and (i) (by standard arguments, the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii) can be proved in a similar way). To establish the implication 
(i) + (iii), let f : B x X + EC, 0 and E > 0 be as in the statement of (iii). Take a point 
u. E 0 such that the restriction of f to B x F is continuous at each point of {u} x F. 
For each x E F let U, c 0 be an open neighborhood of a in B and V, an open 
neighborhood of x in F such that if(u> x) - f(b, v)I < ~/2 for every (b, y) E U, x VI. 
Let xl.. , cr,, E F be such that F = U,<, Vxz and put U = nzsrL Uzz; then the set 
W = Ui,,(Vz, x Vz,) is a neighborhood of the diagonal of F x F such that 
11. c n {(;c.y) E F x F: lf(b,.r) - f(b:jj)l GE}. 
hE_l; 
To show that (iii) implies (i), let f : B x X + IR be a separately continuous function, 
where B is a Baire space. For each n 3 1, let A, be the set of all z E B such that the 
oscillation of the restriction of f to B x F is less than l/n at every point of {x} x F. 
Notice that, by compactness of F, A, is an open subset of B, and by (iii) A, is dense 
in B. It follows that the set A = n,,,, A, is a Gg dense subset of B and, clearly, the 
restriction of f to B x F is continuous at each point of A x F. 
(b) This statement follows immediately from the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in (a). q 
Recall that a family A of subsets of X is said to be closure preserving if, for any 
subcollection a of A, lJ B is closed, where B is the collection of the closures of all sets 
in 23. We shall say that A is quasi-closure preserving if all countable subcollections of 
A are closure preserving. If all members of d are closed, we say that A is a closed 
collection. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a compact space and A a closed quasi-closure preserving 
subcollection of AP (X). Then U A E N”(X). 
Proof. Since N*(X) is closed under finite unions (see Proposition 2.0(b)), replacing A 
by the (closed quasi-closure preserving) collection of all finite unions of elements of A if 
necessary, we suppose that A is closed under finite unions. Also, we need the following 
elementary property: 
For every closed subset F of X and every neighborhood W of the diagonal of F x F, 
there exists a neighborhood W’ of the diagonal of X x X such that W’n (F x F) c NT. 
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Let B be a Baire space, f : B x X + IR a separately continuous function and let 
Y=Ud. 
Claim. Let R be a nonempty open subset of B; then for each E > 0 there exist a 
nonempty open set 0 C f2 and a neighborhood W of the diagonal of X x X such that 
WAY XY) Cn,,,w;. 
Here, Wi = {(z,y) E XxX: If(b,z)-f(b,z~)I <~}.Noticethatsincefisseparately 
continuous, each Wi is a closed subset of X x X whose interior is a neighborhood of 
the diagonal of X x X. Notice also that, by Proposition 2.0, the claim implies that 
Y E N*(X). 
Assume on the contrary that the claim is false. We are going to define a strategy g for 
the first player p in the Banach-Mazur game in the space 0, such that during a game 
compatible with this strategy, player ,!!I produces in addition 
(i) a sequence (An&~ c A, 
(ii) a sequence ((G, Y~))~EN such that (5,) yn) E A, x A,, for every n E IV, 
(iii) a sequence (0 R. nt~ of nonempty open subsets of R such that )
a(&, . . ,vn) c On+1 c K: 
where Vo, . . . , V, are the first (n + 1) moves of player CE, and 
(iv) a decreasing sequence (Wn)nE~ of closed neighborhoods of the diagonal of X x X 
such that (IC,, yn) E W, and 
( u Ai x u Ai) n Wn+, c (-) W;‘*. 
i<n i<n &&+I 
Let W, = X x X and 00 = R. We have Wo n (Y x Y) < nbEOo Wi. Hence, since 
U A is a dense subset of Y, there exist t E R and (~~1~0) E (IJ d) x (U d) such 
that If(t,~) - f(t, yo)l > E. Let A, B E A be such that 20 E A and yo E B and put 
A0 = A U B. Since A is supposed to be closed under finite unions, we have A0 E A. 
The initial move of p is given by 
G(Q) = {b E fi: If@,Q) - f(hYll)l > E}. 
Suppose by induction that, at the (n + 1)th turn, player Q has given VO, . . . , V,, and that 
the first (n + 1) terms of the sequences that must be produced by ,0 has been defined 
and conditions (i) to (iv) are satisfied. By using the fact that IJiG, A, E N*(X), see 
Proposition 2.0(b), player /3 chooses, at first, by applying Proposition 2.0 (especially the 
implication (i) + (iii)) and the ‘elementary property’, a closed neighborhood Wn+l c 
W, of the diagonal of X x X and a nonempty open set On+, c V,, such that 
(U Ai x U Ai) n Wn+l c n Wi”. 
i<n z<n bEO,+l 
Secondly, since the interior W of Wn+ I n(Y x Y) in Y x Y is not included in fibGO,_ Wi 
and since U A is dense in Y, ,!I chooses t E On+, and 
(L+I,Y~+I) E (W\ W) n (u-4) x (Ud); 
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since A is closed under finite unions, there exists A,,+ I E A such that (~~+i, yn+l ) E 
A n+~ x &,+I. Finally, /3 plays the nonempty open set 
(T(I/;,.. .K) = {h E 0,,+1: lf(hl+,) - f(h/,L,1)~ > E} 
The recursive definition is complete. 
Since R is a Baire space, there exists a winning game for cv, say (Vn)lle~, against 
this strategy of ;‘j [ 171 (see also [ 191). Let b E nntN V, and let (.c. w) be cluster point 
of the sequence ((z,,, ~J,,))~~w in X x X. Because z is a cluster point of the sequence 
(.x.,2 )71EN and since UnEN A,, = UILEW A,, it follows from (ii) that there exists n E N 
such that .c E 4,, ; in the same way, there exists m E W such that y E A,,. Thus, we 
have lf(b. a) - ~f(b, w)l 3 E since h E nnEW V,,, and, on the other hand, it follows from 
(iii) and (iv) that If(b: .r) - f(h. y)I < ~/2. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
The following statement improves the fact, established by Haydon [ 121, that N*(X) 
is closed under countable unions. 
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a compact space and 3 c hf* (X). Suppose that 3 = UnEW 37;, 
and X = uu3,z, where, for each n E N, the collection 37,, is quasi-closure preserving. 
Then. X t N*. 
Proof. For each n E N, let K,, = U 37L. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that each K,, 
belongs to -V(X) because 3T,, is quasi-closure preserving in K,. Since X = UnEW K,,. 
clearly the collection (&, K2)nE~ is closure-preserving. Hence, it follows from The- 
orem 2.1 that X belongs to N*. 0 
3. Namioka’s property and locally compact spaces 
An immediate consequence of Corollary 2.2 is that the one point compactification of 
a locally compact space which has a countable closed cover by subspaces, whose point 
compactifications are in N”, is in N*. (See Remark 3.4(2).) More generally, we have 
the following proposition which is an important ingredient in the proof of the main result 
in this section (Theorem 3.3). 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a locally compact space having a closed cover 3, a-quasi- 
closure preserving, such that the Alexandroff compactijcation of every F E 3 is in N*. 
Then, the Alexundroff compactijcation of X belongs to ni*. In particular; the Alexandro# 
compact~fication of every topological sum of a subcollection of N* belongs to N*. 
Proof. One can suppose, without loss of generality, that no member of 3 is compact. Let 
Y = AX U { CG} be the Alexandroff compactification of X. For each F E 3, the subspace 
F U {x} of Y is a one point compactification of F. In fact, F U {m} is closed in Y 
because Y \ (F U {CO}) = X \ F 1s an open subset of X which is open in Y. Hence, to 
conclude, it suffices by Corollary 2.2 to show that the collection {F U {CO}: F E 3’) is 
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a-quasi-closure preserving in Y. For that, write .ZF = UnEW &, where, for every n E N, 
the collection F7L is quasi-closure preserving in X. As is easily verified, for every n E N, 
the collection {F U {cm}: F E .Tn} is quasi-closure preserving in Y. 0 
We shall need the following property, proved by Deville [9], called the three spaces 
property. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a compact space and F c X a closed set. Suppose that F 
and the one point compactification of X \ F are in N*. Then X is in N*. 
As was mentioned in the introduction, it is natural to ask, after the works of Deville and 
Haydon, when the Alexandroff compactification of a locally compact space X has the 
Namioka property. For example, by [9] ( see also Proposition 3.1), this is the case if X is 
a discrete space; at the same time, examples given by Haydon in [ 1 l] and [ 131 show that 
even if X is scattered, this property needs not hold. Nevertheless, Theorem 3.3 shows 
that we have a positive answer to this question provided that X has a “good” covering 
property. 
Following [20] a space X is said to be H-refinable, or submetacompact, if for every 
open cover 24 of X, the directed cover U F of X, given by the finite unions of members 
of 2.4, has a a-closure preserving closed refinement. This definition is not the original one 
but corresponds to the characterization of these spaces given by Junnila in [14]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a locally compact space having a closed cover 3 = UlbEW 3n 
such that 
(i) every element of 3 is scattered and hereditarily submetacompact, 
(ii) for each n E PJ, 3n is quasi-closure preserving. 
Then the Alexandroff compacti$cation of X belongs to ni*. In particular; every scattered 
compact hereditarily submetacompact space has the Namioka property. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, it suffices to consider the case where 3 = {X}. Hence 
suppose that X is scattered and hereditarily submetacompact. Recall that X is scattered 
means that every closed nonempty subspace of X has a relative isolated point. Let 
I(X) denote the derived length of X; this is defined by transfinite induction as follows: 
X(O) = X; Xc”+‘) = (Xca))’ is the set of nonisolated points of Xc”) and for a limit 
ordinal X, Xc’) = n,,, Xca); l(X) is least ordinal X such that X(‘) = 8. 
If 1(X) = 0 there is nothing to prove, since X = 8. Suppose that the result holds for 
every locally compact subspace Y of X such that 1 (Y) < I(X). 
If 1(X) is a limit ordinal, then the open cover of X given by 
u = {x \ XC”): Q < 1(X)} 
has a closed a-closure preserving refinement g. (Note that 24 = UF.) Furthermore, for 
every G E B there exists (Y < I(X) such that G c X \ X(o), hence 
I(G) < Z(X \ X’“‘) = a < 1(X). 
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Consequently, it follows from the induction hypothesis and from Proposition 3.1 that the 
one point compactification of X is in N’. 
If Z(X) = X+ 1 for some ordinal X, let Y = X U { m} be the one point compactification 
of X and let 0 = X \ X(‘). We have 1(O) = X, hence the one point compactification 
of the open subset 0 of X has the Namioka property; on the other hand, Xc’) U {ea} is 
a one point compactification of the closed discrete subspace X(‘) of X. Consequently, 
it follows from the three spaces property (Proposition 3.2) that Y belongs to N”. 0 
Remark 3.4. 
(1) Let X be a locally compact submetacompact space. If every point 11: E X has an 
open neighborhood V, such that E is in N*(X), then the Alexandroff compacti- 
fication of X is in N*. In fact, let .F be a closed a-closure preserving refinement 
of the directed open cover UF of X, where IA = { VJ: x E X}. Since N*(X) is 
hereditary and closed under finite unions, we have _F c N*(X); hence, the claim 
follows from Proposition 3.1. 
(2) Let X be a locally compact space which is a countable union of locally compact, 
not necessarily closed, subspaces, the one point compactification of each of which 
is in N*. Does X belong to N*? If the answer is yes, then one can extend The- 
orem 3.3 by replacing in its statement “hereditarily o-refinable” by “ hereditarily 
weakly o-refinable”. We refer the reader to Burke [5] for information about the 
last covering property. 
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